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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2009. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. The time has come to stand against the night. As darkness falls each night, the corelings
rise?demons who well up from the ground like hellish steam, taking on fearsome form and
substance. Sand demons. Wood demons. Wind demons. Flame demons. And gigantic rock demons,
the deadliest of all. They possess supernatural strength and powers and burn with a consuming
hatred of humanity. For hundreds of years the demons have terrorized the night, slowly culling the
human herd that shelters behind magical wards?symbols of power whose origins are lost in myth
and mystery, and whose protection is terrifyingly fragile. It was not always this way. Once, men and
women battled the corelings on equal terms. Once, under the leadership of the legendary Deliverer,
and armed with powerful wards that were not merely shields but weapons, they took the battle to
the demons . . . and stopped their advance. But those days are gone. The fighting wards are lost.
Night by night the demons grow stronger, while human numbers dwindle under their relentless
assault. Now, with hope for the future fading, three young survivors of...
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ReviewsReviews

Here is the finest publication i have read through until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily can get a
pleasure of studying a created publication.
-- Morgan Bashirian-- Morgan Bashirian

This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to charge too much. You will not sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for
regarding when you check with me).
-- Retha Frami V-- Retha Frami V
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